
Databases - 2

More on the Relational Model and 
Selection

Relational Algebra operations

Selection σ
Projection π
Cartesian Product ×
Union ∪

Set Difference -
Join ⋈
Intersection ⋂

Division ÷

Choose particular rowsSelection σ
Projection π
Cartesian Product ×
Union ∪

Set Difference -
Join ⋈
Intersection ⋂

Division ÷

SELECTION

σ predicate (R)

Selection operation works on a single relation 
R and defines a relation that contains only 
those tuples (rows) of R that satisfy the 
specified condition (predicate)



SELECTION RA example

List all staff with a salary greater than £25,000

SELECTION RA example

Named relation 
goes here in 

brackets
The condition or 
predicate goes in 

here

List all staff with a salary greater than £25,000

σ predicate (emp)

Predicates
Expressions that evaluate to true or false once all the 
names have been replaced with a value

expression explanation

job = ”manager” is job equal to “manager”

sal > 30000 is salary greater than 30000

job=”admin” and sal>25000 is job equal to “admin” and salary 
> 25000



Predicates

hints example
literal strings must be 

wrapped in “  “ “Manager”

Use <, >, =, <=, >= and <>
sal>=25000
comm<=300
deptno<>3

Build more complex 
expressions with and, 

or, not
sal<25000 and 

deptno=5

SELECTION RA example

The condition or 
predicate goes in 

here

List all staff with a salary greater than £25,000

σ sal>25000 (emp)

SELECTION RA example (2)

Named relation 
goes here in 

brackets

The condition or 
predicate goes in 

here

Show all the staff who are managers

σ job=”manager” (emp)



SELECTION RA example (3)

Named relation 
goes here in 

brackets

The condition or 
predicate goes in 

here

Show all the staff who are managed by employee no 
734

σ mgr=734 (emp)

SELECTION RA example (4)

Named relation 
goes here in 

brackets
The condition or 
predicate goes in 

here

Display all the staff who are administrators and earn 
over  £22000

σ job=”Admin” and sal>22000 (emp)

So: how do we do SELECTION in SQL?

select * or expression
from relations
[where expression]

SQL always looks like this:

the ‘where’ part 
is optional



List all staff with a salary greater than £25,000

select *
from emp
where sal>25000

table name goes 
here

SELECTION SQL example

the particular columns we 
require go here

the predicate 
goes here

SELECTION SQL - other examples

Show all the staff who are managers

σ job=”manager” (emp)

SQL:

SELECTION SQL - other examples

SQL:

Show all the staff who are managed by employee no 
734

σ mgr=734 (emp)



SELECTION SQL - other examples

SQL:

Display all the staff who are administrators and earn 
over  £22000

σ job=”Admin” and sal>22000 (emp)

Note
In fact, the standard SQL select statement does 
selection and projection

select * or expression
from relations
where expression

to choose particular 
columns, write 

projection columns 
here

to choose 
particular rows, 
write selection 
predicates here

PROJECTION AND SELECTION SQL example

Produce a list of staff who earn over 25000, showing 
only the Empno, EName and Job



select empno, ename, job 
from emp
where sal>25000

table name goes 
here

PROJECTION AND SELECTION SQL example

Produce a list of staff who earn over 25000, showing 
only the Empno, EName and Job particular 

columns go here

conditions go 
here

Note - even though we 
are using sal in the 
selection, it’s not 
necessary in the 
projection


